Axial bright-field electron tomography of biological specimens using scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) provides 3D reconstructions of cells from stained plastic sections that are around 1 µm in thickness, which enables visualization of large cellular structures in their entirety [1][2][3][4]. This is achievable because in STEM there are no imaging lenses after the specimen so that chromatic aberration effects can be ignored in the presence of strong multiple inelastic scattering. Previously, we have shown that bright-field STEM tomography gives higher spatial resolution than dark-field STEM tomography for thick specimens [5, 6]. However, due to elastic scattering, the practical thickness range depends on the concentration of heavy atoms in the specimen, i.e., the fixation and staining protocols. Here, we describe a simple way to assess the usable thickness range.
Axial bright-field electron tomography of biological specimens using scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) provides 3D reconstructions of cells from stained plastic sections that are around 1 µm in thickness, which enables visualization of large cellular structures in their entirety [1] [2] [3] [4] . This is achievable because in STEM there are no imaging lenses after the specimen so that chromatic aberration effects can be ignored in the presence of strong multiple inelastic scattering. Previously, we have shown that bright-field STEM tomography gives higher spatial resolution than dark-field STEM tomography for thick specimens [5, 6] . However, due to elastic scattering, the practical thickness range depends on the concentration of heavy atoms in the specimen, i.e., the fixation and staining protocols. Here, we describe a simple way to assess the usable thickness range.
The STEM signal S BF (α) reaching a bright-field detector of semi-angle α (as indicated in Fig. 1A ) depends on the specimen thickness t, the specimen tilt angle θ, and the average mean free path for elastic scattering λ el according to:
Although the tomographic tilt series are collected in the STEM mode, the extent of elastic scattering can be assessed in the TEM mode, by inserting an objective aperture and measuring the transmitted beam intensity from a specimen region of interest using the microscope's CCD camera. The specimen is then moved out of the electron beam to measure the incident beam intensity.
As shown in Figs. 1B and IC, the usable thickness range for performing bright-field STEM tomography at a beam energy of 300 keV from thick plastic sections of stained cells and tissues depends on the numbers of heavy atoms (Os, U, Pb, etc.) absorbed by the specimen, which is reflected by the average value of λ el . In the section of blood platelets in Fig. 1B , we find that it is possible to reconstruct specimens of thickness ~ 1.4 µm, which is consistent with a measured value of λ el ~ 500 nm, and the equation above. However, for the retinal pigment epithelium sample in Fig.  1C , it is not possible to obtain reconstructions of high quality from sections much thicker than ~ 0.7 µm, which is consistent with a measured value of λ el ~ 250 nm for this specimen.
Our results show that, whilst bright-field STEM tomography of thick sections is a powerful technique, it is critical to control the level of heavy atoms that are absorbed during specimen preparation. In this regard, it is straightforward to assess the heavy atom content by estimating the average elastic mean free path from TEM images prior to acquiring the STEM tomograms [7] . x-y, x-z, and y-z orthoslices through a relatively lightly stained section of human blood platelets with measured average elastic mean free path of ~500 nm, shows 3D reconstructions from a specimen of thickness ~1.4 µm (for ~100 pA probe current, 6 µs/pixel dwell time (3,600 incident electrons/pixel), ±60° tilt range (dual axes), and 10 mrad detector semi-angle. Despite incident probe attenuation due to elastic scattering, as predicted from Eq. 1 and shown in the Table, there is sufficient signal at a 60° tilt angle (~13 electrons/pixel) to reconstruct the blood platelets. (C) Orthoslices through a relatively heavily stained section of retinal pigment cells with measured average elastic mean free path of only ~250 nm, shows that it is not feasible to obtain 3D reconstructions from a specimen of thickness of ~1.4 µm. The maximum thickness that can be analyzed is found to be approximately 0.7 µm, which is explained by the complete loss of signal predicted in the Table. 
